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Colorado Vision
Create a strong and dynamic blockchain ecosystem 
that puts Colorado at the forefront of digital 
innovation across its fast-growing sectors, and 
applying blockchain and shared ledger technology 
as a new model for funding and meaningful 
investment in improving Coloradans’ lives and 
offering them choice. 



Current Colorado Efforts
HB 21-1268 - Study Emerging Technologies for Water Management - The 
bill directs Univ of Colorado and CSU to conduct feasibility studies and pilot 
developments of new and emerging technologies, including blockchain

HB 22-1053 - Blockchain Agriculture and Uniform Code - requires the 
Commissioner of Agriculture to develop online educational program for 
agricultural procurers about the benefits of blockchain technology.

SB 22-025 - Security Token Offerings State Capital Financing - requires the 
state treasurer to study the feasibility of using security token offerings for state 
capital financing and determine the extent to which the use of security token 
offerings of state capital financing would be in the best interest of the state. 



Current Colorado Efforts 
Taxes and Fees - Colorado will begin accepting the payment of taxes with 
cryptocurrency by September 21, 2022, and then expand to other fees and 
payments

Co-op Laws - Colorado has a long standing Co-Op law that can be used to 
support the efforts to create Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs)   

State Blockchain Architect - Our Office of Information Technology has a staff 
person who is working on blockchain solutions for our state

Casino use of cryptocurrency - Our Division of Gaming is allowing our sports 
betting vendors to accept payments in cryptocurrency



Meet Customers Where They Are
“providing customer convenience through pioneering digital services”



Cryptocurrency Tax Payments

● Starting September 1, 2022, the Colorado Department of 
Revenue (DOR) now accepts Cryptocurrency as an additional 
form of payment for all state taxpayers. This includes 
individual income tax, business income tax, sales and use 
tax, withholding tax, severance tax and excise fuel tax. 



Operationalizing Cryptocurrency 
● Vendor acts as third party exchange 

○ Third-party exchange accepts virtual currency of Bitcoin and Ethereum
○ Converts the Cryptocurrency to U.S. dollars
○ Transmits the U.S. dollars to the state by ACH credit
○ The State will not hold a balance of cryptocurrency as all transactions 

directly with the State are in U.S. dollars so vendor partnerships are 
essential.

● Same robust requirements that we currently have for all other payment types













Potential Future Use of Blockchain
Cannabis - There has been a lot of talk due to federal inaction on banking 
laws that cryptocurrency could be a safer solution then cash for payments.

Tax Credits - Colorado has a conservation easement tax credit that is allowed 
to b transferred to other tax payers.  Blockchain technology may provide a 
benefit for the tracking of the credits and reduce fraud risks

Titles - Both car and house titles could use blockchain technology to track 
ownership in a method that could disrupt and innovate the current systems.
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